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PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE AND INFIRMARY OF OSTEOPATHY, Incorporated 
Write for Information 
Withe.rspoon RuildinJt, Walnut, Juniper and Sansom Streets, (Sixth Floor) 
Definition of Osteopathy 
OSTE-OP'-A-THY, s. [Gr ocT'r<iov (osteon)=a hone, and 7l'cilloo; (pathos)=suffering. 
Legal: "A system, method or science of healing." (See statutes of the 
States of Missouri, Vermont, North and South Dakota, Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, 
Tennessee, California, Texas, \Visconsin, Indiana, Montana, Kansas, Nebraska, 
Connecticut.) 
Hi::,lorical: O:;teopathy was discovered by Dr. A. T. Still, of Baldwin, Kan., 
I 8 7 4· Dr. Still reasoned that "a natural flow of blood is health ; and disease is 
the effect of local or general disturbance of blood-that to excite the nerves causes 
muscles to contract and compress venous flow of blood to the heart; and the bones 
could be used as levers to relieve pressure on nerves, veins and arteries.'' (A. T. 
Still.) 
Tec!znical: Osteopathy is that science which consists of such exact, exhaustive 
and verifiable knowledge of the structure and functions of the human mechanism, 
anatomical, physiological and psychological, including the chemistry and physics of 
its known elements, as has made discoverable certain organic laws and remedial 
resources, within the body itself, by which nature, under the scientific treatment 
peculiar to osteopathic practice, apart from all ordinary methods of extraneous, 
artificial or medicinal stimulation, and in harmonious accord with its own mechanical 
principles, molecular activities and metabolic processes, may recover from displace-
ments, disorganizations, derangements and consequent disease, and regain its 
normal equilibrium of form and function in health and strength. (Mason W. 
Pressly, D. 0.) 
OSI-'l'E-0-PATH, s. The same as OSTEOPATHIST (q . v.) 
os-TE-0-PATH'-IC, a. Of or belonging to osteopathy; as, osteopathic treatment. 
os-TE-6-PATHI-IC-AL-LY, adv. In an osteopathic manner; according to the rules and 
principles of osteopathy. 
os-TE-OP'-A-THIST, s. One who believes or practices in osteopathy; osteopath. 
DIP'-LO-lUATE, in Osteopathy. The technical and official designation of a graduate and 
practitioner in osteopathy, the formal title of such graduate or practitioner being 
D. 0.-Diplomate or Doctor in Osteopathy. 
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Philadelphia. Infirmary of Osteopathy 
Osteopathy Practiced as an Art 
TREATMENT OF DISEASES 
Osteopathy treats all chronic diseases, very many of which have been 
abandoned as incurable by other systems of treatment. Statistics show that 8o 
per cent. of these we cure outright; go per cent. we greatly benefit; and 5 per 
cent. receive little benefit; none are in any way injured. 
Among the diseases treated successfully are the following : 
Heart and Lung Diseases, Pneumonia, Hemorrhages. 
Nervous Diseases, as general Nervous prostration, facial and general agitans, head-
ache, sciatica, lumbago, tic douloureux, St. Vitus dance, locomotor ataxia, and all forms 
. of neuralgia, paralysis. 
General Diseases.-Loss of voice, enlarged ' tonsils, incipient consumption, asthma, 
wry neck, catarrh, granulated sore eyes, pterygium, erysipelas, scrofula, spinal curvature, 
goitre, eczema, rheumatism, eye and ear affections. 
All Dislocations.-Hip-joint diseases, milk leg, varicose veins. 
Liver and Kidney Diseases.-Bright's disease, gall stones, diabetes. 
All Stomach and Intestinal affections, catarrh of the stomach, dyspepsia, constipa-
tion, piles, flux, dysentery. 
Urethral Diseases.-Stricture, enlarged prostate. 
Female Diseases a Specialty .-Irregular and painful menstruations, prolapsus, 
leucorrhrea, barrenness. 
RECOGNIZED SPECIALISTS 
By virtue of our special training in Descriptive, Demonstrative, Morbid 
and Living Anatomy, we are recognized as specialists in the knowledge of the 
structures of the human body in all the possible conditions of health and 
disease ; and by the exact and exhaustive study of Physiology and Chemistry, 
as relating to the bodily conditions, we diagnose and treat diseases in a manner 
entirely new and different from all other systems. Medicines are never used. 
Our methods are wholly natural and· scientific. Our cures are permanent, 
because natural. 
CONSULTATION FREE 
Address all correspondence to the Philadelphia College and Infirmary of 
Osteopathy. 
0. J. SNYDER, A. C., M. S., D. 0., President. 
MASON W. PRESSLY, Secretary and Treasurer. 
WITHERSPOON BUILDING 
(Sixth Floor) Walnut, Juniper and Sansom Streets 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
The Next Class of 
The Philadelphia College 
of Osteopathy 
Will Matriculate February 2, J 903 
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THE PHYSICAL AND BIO-
LOGICAL SCIENCES IN 
OSTEOPATHIC EDUCATION. 
By Dr. C. W. M cCttrdy} Philadelphia 
College of Osteopathy. 
Chemical analysis establishes re-
sponsibility, points out the cheat in the 
community and makes honesty com-
pulsory by exposing adulteration. New 
York some years ago paid $ro,ooo a 
day for the water added to the milk 
sold in that city. Not many years ago 
20,000 pounds sterling were lost in the 
prosecution of a scheme for collecting 
the alcohol that distills from bread in 
baking when a chemist proved that 
only about one per cent. of the flour 
undergoes fermentation, baked bread 
containing an average of 0.314 per 
cent. of alcohol, according to Birn-
~u~ ( 
A practical and working knowledge 
of chemistry in its application to urin-
~0. 1Z. 
alysis, water analysis, milk analysis, 
chemical physiology and toxicology 
are indispensable to the Osteopathic 
physician. The ultimate diagnosis of 
disease often turns on the analysis of 
the urine; milk and water analyses are 
important aids in dietetics and hygiene, 
while to understand fully the processes 
carried on in digestion and throughout 
the body necessitate the mastery of 
quantitative chemistry. These sub-
jects are all taught as fully as time 
will permit in the Philadelphia College 
of Osteopathy. 
Chemistry, the most captivating of 
the sciences, has revolutionized manu-
factures and placed its stamp on every 
trade. It is either the handmaid or 
directing genius of every modern in-
dustry. It smelts ores, extracts metals, 
refines steel, makes glass, soap, pot-
tery, drugs and coal; makes bread, 
preserves meat, refines sugar, tans 
leather, makes liquor and paints, ex-
plosives, refines oils, dyes cloth, 
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bleaches and washes and purifies, and 
makes blood, bone, muscle and nerve. 
There is not a morsel we eat, a gar-
ment we wear, or a room we inhabit 
that is not formed or modified by the 
supple fingers of chemistry. It gives 
laws to commerce, controls trade and 
gives shape to modern civilization. It 
has revolutionized war and dictates 
terms of peace. It has turned light into 
day, lengthened the duration of life, 
enabled man to speak through the earth 
and sea and round the world and with 
the aid of that most wonderful of in-
struments, the spectroscope, the open 
sesame of physics and chemistry, "per-
mitted us to peer into the very heart 
of nature," says Crookes, "and all but 
unlock the secrets of life and of distant 
worlds." 
In substance, writes Professor Hux-
ley, modern civilization rests upon 
physical science; take away her gifts 
to our country, and our position among 
the leading nations of the world is 
gone to-morrow; for it is physical 
science only that makes intelligence 
and moral energy stronger than brute 
force. S'Cience is teaching the world 
that the ultimate court of appeal is 
observation and experiment. She is 
teaching us to estimate the value of 
evidence; to know the physical man 
in health and disease, his powers and 
limitations ; she is creating a firm and 
living faith in the existence of immuta-
ble moral and physical laws. 
What T have written concerning the 
physical sciences applies in large meas-
ure to the biological sciences. What 
the law of gravitation, of the perma-
nency of matter, and the conservation 
of energy are to the physical world, 
the principle of evolution is to the bi-
ological world, a doctrine that is now 
firmly established in every department 
of biology, an indispensable tool for 
the investigator, and completely dom-
inates the philosophic and synthetic 
mind. It is the leaven which has 
leavened the whole lump of human in-
tellectual activity. "It is not too much 
to claim," says Packard, "that this 
method of investigation and instruc-
tion has transformed and illumined 
the philosophy of the past half century 
as no other doctrine." Osteopathy 
owes much to this principle which has 
quickened the brain and fingers of the 
scientist in research and experiment. 
The evolution of the life process 
through the cell, tissue, organ, system, 
body and the wonderful power of man-
ipulation over them has made possible 
this new school of therapeutics. 
We should congratulate ourselves 
that we have been born and permitted 
to live and labor in a time so pregnant 
with minds that have enriched scien-
tific literature and clothed the study of 
histology, physiology and bacteriology 
with such life and energy as to make 
them potent agencies for good in hu-
man affairs. To have as our precep-
tors Lamarck, Cuvier, Darwin, Lub-
bock, Gray, Wallace, Agassiz, Huxley, 
Cope, Virchow, Sternberg, Argyle, 
Kelvin, Spencer, Still is a rich heritage. 
They have lifted up thought, ennobled 
life and broadened the horizon of ther-
apeutics, recognizing that the great 
First Cause is not only omnipotent, 
but all-wise and beneficent. For evo-
lution tends to optimism; few work-
ing physicists or biologists are pessi-
mists. 
The power of observation, according 
to Agassiz, is the power of concentrat-
ing upon an object or an experimept 
or a principle all the highest powers 
of th 
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of the intellect, and that is just what 
one must learn to do in the study of 
the human machine, as viewed by the 
Osteopath; natural and spiritual law 
as embodied in a human being, the 
greatest, the mightiest, the noblest, the 
most real and pulsating object in all 
the world. 
To be able to see and hear and feel 
all there is to be seen and heard and 
felt within a vitalized living body, nor-
mal or pathological ; to see and hear 
and touch the forces exactly and pre-
serve these sense impressions unal-
loyed with any vague inferences as to 
their origin is a power as valuable as it 
is rare. 
Dr. Wayland states that the most im-
portant power of the human mind are 
perception, consciousness, abstraction, 
generalization, reasoning, imagination 
and memory. Did space permit I could 
show that there is not one of these 
faculties that is not improved by the 
study of the physical and biological 
sciences. 
Then there is the cesthetic function 
qf the sciences. Humboldt tells us 
that there is nothing that tends so 
much to refinement of character as the 
study of nature and nature's laws; and 
Schiller wrote that the same suscepti-
bility of temperament is needed in the 
contemplation of the most insignificant 
of her phenomena as in the grandest 
of her creations-a human soul. 
Nothing like science, except religion, 
so well teaches a deep and genuine 
humility. Nature soon tames the ar-
rogance of the presumptuous and 
teaches them to be modest and humble 
in her· presence. There is no grander 
or exalted work than to minister to 
suffering humanity, to lift up the 
fallen, t~ heal the sick in nature's own 
way without drug or drink, but to aid 
her from the masterful view-point of 
Osteopathy. 
HIGHER EDUCATION FOR 
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIANS. 
It is when confronted by the im-
mense possibilities presented by a live, 
human being, as a composite of Matter, 
Motion and l\1ind, that the Osteopathic 
student feels his need of trained dis-
cipline in the sciences. The medical 
doctor can still linger on the low level 
of mere chemistry and materi3.1istic 
findings, but the Osteopathic doctor 
deals with biological problems from 
first to last. The medical curriculum 
is no standard for us. We must not 
grade our culture by that. We must 
project a new one. The medical 
&chools place the emphasis of· instruc-
tion in the wrong place. They mag-
nify the morbid sciences. They culti-
vate the abnormal. Pathological 
anatomy is their goal. No wonder, 
then, that they push a moribund 
chemistry to the forefront in both 
theory and practice. They do not yet 
accept the supreme postulate of 
Osteopathy that life is ('tat aided b:,' 
drugs. Not even Dr. Loeb's latest in-
vestigations can bolster up their decli'n-
ing positions. To meet and master the 
growing possibilities of the new 
chemistry and the new physics and the 
new biology, we need a new training 
for our Osteopathic physicians. Os-
teopathy is still struggling with the 
''swaddling clothes" of medicine. 
There is not a single adequate text-
book on its philosophy. Its principles 
have not yet been written. There is 
scarcely a book written on Osteopathy 
• 
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that is more than explorative and ten-
tative. The science is in its infancy, 
and the chief reason for this is that 
the majority of our practitioners, as, 
also, of medical doctors, are not 
trained to scientific thinking. The most 
of the best operators in the field, to-
day, cannot tell definitely and scienti-
fically, how they get results. The great 
fields of specialism that have been opened 
by great scientists and scholars and that 
arc reached by only a few of medical 
rr,en, are the every-clay "tramping-
places" of Osteopathy, and he must 
know the significance of his profession-
al tenure. There is a too great eagerness 
un the part of our students to get out 
into the practice, and there is just as 
great willingness on the part of our 
colleges to let them go out with a 
minimum of preparation. The ideal 
of preparation will yet be attained, and 
to reach .it we must raise the standard 
uf admission to the colleges. It is now 
too low. Higher and harder condi-
tions of matriculation, longer and 
larger periods of time given to the 
several disciplines in the course pf 
study, better and broader work clone 
in the several departments, and more 
rigid conditions of graduation, are 
among the clil ect means of securing a 
higher education of our physicians. 
Detter teachers, also, are a considera-
tion. Too many bright students are 
promoted to professorships, without 
experience in the practice. Too many 
professional men, desirous of an Os-
teopathic training, are pressed into the 
teaching ranks; and all this is done for 
economic reasons. It does not, in the 
end, realize the rest results. We are 
more and more confident that no one 
should teach in an Osteopathic college 
who has not had large practical experi-
ence. To secure good educated teach-
ers, of broad culture and wide read-
ing, who have had large experience as 
practitioners, is the one unsolved prob-
lem of the Osteopathic colleges, but it 
is essential in the problem of higher 
education. The solution is slowly 
evolving, and we believe the ideal of a 
high educational standard will ulti-
mately be realized. 
LIFE THOUGHTS. 
The action of the living organism 
steadily increases in importance, as 
compared with the stimulus of environ-
ment, in all the upward progress of 
life. 
In the beginning organic existence is 
more or less passively and unconscious-
ly deternninecl by the action of external 
conditions; in the highest phases these 
are increasingly moulded by the con-
scious and intelligent will. 
The theory propounded by Cope, 
that all vital functions, as digestion, 
re piration, the circulation of the blood, 
began in dimly conscious efforts of the 
organism, has much to support it. If 
true, this only gives us a new sense of 
the importance of consciousness among 
the forces determining physical struc-
ture and function. 
The individual human soul is really 
the one supremely interesting thing in 
the world, the true microcosm in which 
are gathered up all the laws and prin-
ciples ?-nd all the meaning of the great 
umverse. 
The development of a human being, 
in body, mind and spirit, is the most 
interesting thing in all the world. 
The emancipation of the individual 
from the control of ext~=-~:.:.: :forces and 
the creations of his own spirits, with 
the con 
of the 
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the constant deepening and widening 
of the content of his experience, are 
processes without end. 
Each man is in a way the centre of 
the universe, and is connected by 
countless organic filaments with all 
other individuals. 
The key to the world is the individ-
ual; only as we read the meaning of 
the whole through the part which each 
of us is, can we understand anything 
of the greater universe. 
"Know thyself-
Enough for man to know. 
The proper study of mankind is Man." 
When any phase of life ceases to 
advance it begins to deteriorate. 
Every great teacher in history has 
been a heretic, has been in advance of 
the traditional and conventional stand-
ards of his time. 
An ideal is the most practical thing 
in the world, for it is a force behind 
action that must be reckoned with by 
the frankest materialist. 
''Move upward, working out the beast, 
And let the ape and tiger die." 
Nature never forgives us for ignor-
ance of the law; and the neglect to use 
any possible channel to right think-
ing makes us indirectly responsible in 
mistaken action. 
All education is but the initiation of 
the individual into the experience of 
the race. 
"All of life for all mankind created 
Shall be within mine inmost being 
tested." 
Growth is from a simple homogen-
eous unity at the beginning, through 
differentiation and specialization, to-
ward an inclusive unity on a higher 
plane. 
It is a good thing to enjoy the phys-
ical activities of one's life in a sound 
and healthy way, but to live to satisfy 
one's senses is to degenerate into a 
brute. 
The price of life is paid for very 
creative expenditure of the spirit, and 
the punishment for wasted energy is 
full and relentless. 
One should be constantly sure that 
one could, if necessary, do without the 
things that serve one's life; and if one 
doubt one's ability, one should test, and 
thereby strengthen it. 
"Unless above himself he can 
Erect himself, how weak a thing 1s 
man." 
A NUT FOR THE ANTI- VIVI-
SECTIONISTS TO CRACK. 
We pose not as an apologist for the 
vivisectionists, or the dumb animals 
that are sacrificed to scientific experi-
mentation, but we take a rational po-
sition in regard to the whole question. 
We candidly think that much useless 
mutilation of animals is practiced, and 
have no sympathy for the conceited 
and cruel doctor who would aspire to 
solve and settle the complex problems 
of hu111an pathology by experiments on 
the lower animals. It is a great waste 
of time and may be a brutal sacrifice 
of animal material. We further think 
that Surgeon Keen puts up a lame de-
fence of animal vivisection. Part of 
his argument is good, but it is chiefly 
an argu-rncntu1n ad hominem. We have 
been personally besieged and belabored 
by the most earnest anti-vivisectionists 
in our city and loaded with their liter-
ature. It has, however, but little ef-
fect; and the recent controversy that 
Dr. W. W. Keen had with them has 
not increased our estimate of the merits 
uf vivisection, or of his defensive abil-
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ities. We do not wonder the anti-
vivisectionists pitch into Dr: Keen, and 
we are surprised that he does not make 
a better argument. The real and only 
questions that are germane to this 
whole problem are these: (I) Are 
the lower animals susceptible to suf-
fering as human beings are? ( 2) Are 
vivisectional experiments on the lower 
animals competent to disclose condi-
tions of human pathology? ( 3) Is 
there any comparison between the 
value of brute-life and human-life? 
The real question is the first. We 
think the position of the anti-vivisec-
tionist is wholly sentimental, and with 
no basis in comparative physiology. 
The great fact is, the lower animals do 
not know pain as we do. Their organ-
ization is totally different. Besides, 
pain and suffering are not matters of 
external or internal stimulation, or 
even of the maceration or mutilation 
of the flesh or organs, or any of the 
anatomical structures. These are 
wholly matters of brain constitution 
and mental susceptibility. All sensa-
tion is in the brain and receptivity of 
sensations is almost wholly a matter of 
mental interpretation. All of the evi-
dences of suffering and pain seem to 
us to be present. Indeed, the same 
conditions to us would be suffering. 
Reflex action will explain most of the 
phenomena incident to animal experi-
mentation. It is absurd to imagine 
that a brute feels as we do under even 
the most similar circumstances, and 
when we do imagine it we illegitimate-
ly import into our conception elements 
that are inseparable from human ex-
perience, and that have no entrance 
into the history of the lower animals. 
The pathology of our life has a range 
all it own. Suffering and death have 
a totally different meaning to us from 
that of mere animals. We think these 
statements are capable of proof. 
The second question is pertinent to 
both sides. We agree that our physi-
ologies are full of the conclusions 
reached through vivisection. Where 
it is not distinctly morbid human phy-
siology, our physiology is largely 
frog and pigeon and monkey physi-
ology. It is a big leap of the 
imagination from abnormal human 
physiology to normal human physi-
ology ; but it is a bigger one to 
infer that what takes place in an in-
cised, lacerated, mutilated, poisoned 
brute, would take place in a human 
being, sick or well. It is, in fact, a 
g·uess. Such a conclusion cannot be 
reached by any parity of reasoning. 
The cases are as different as the chem-
ical elements of dead bioplasm are dif-
ferent from living bioplasm. We Os-
teopaths largely discount the reason-
ing out of non-surgical human condi-
tions from the data furnished by brute 
vivisection. It is suggestive, but it is, 
at best, only guess-work. vVhy don't 
the anti-vivisectionists present this ar-
g-ument against the practice of vivisec-
tion, rather than mere sentiment? 
The third question is a conditional 
one. If the vivisectional sacrifice of 
animals accrues to the mastery of hu-
man pathological conditions and the 
alleviation of human sickness and suf-
ferings-if this is a fact and can be 
made plain, then, there can be no ques-
tion that it is legitimate and necessary. 
Indeed, no amount of such sacrifice 
can compare with even a minimal good 
to human life. If this were true, we 
should be in favor of raising animals 
by the wholesale and using them in all 
possible ways of vivisection for the 
pertinent to 
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furtherance of human life. We love 
animals and feel that their noble and 
wonderful instincts and powers far 
transcend the capacities of mere hu-
man beings. They may even have 
souls, but we cannot forget that man is 
the lord of creation and has dominion 
over the birds of the air, the fish of the 
sea and the beasts of the field. Let 
him have dominion over them all, if by 
this dominance he may vindicate his 
lordship. 
IS NATURE A COMPLETE 
IDEAL? 
There is no word with which we more 
frequently juggle than the term "N a-
ture." We are prone to spell it with 
a capital, and to fancy that it is perfec-
tion. Osteopathy has deified Nature. 
This editor himself pleads guilty to 
coining the Osteopathic motto, Natura 
naturis curatttr. Our professional slo-
gan has been, "Back to Nature." We 
have worked and worshipped at the 
shrine of Nature. We have emblaz-
oned our literature with mottoes like 
this : "Vis medicatrix naturae))-
((Natura medicatrix morborumn-
(( Ottr cures are permanent because nat-
uraf' -"Our power is based upon the 
procedure which Nature follows." All 
this is very well. It is a supreme re-
action against the artificialities of 
drugs. Drug medication is a perver-
sion of nature-it is an abortion-a 
miscarriage of natural law. Osteop-
athy is a revulsion against drugs. It 
is a revolution, secession. For the first 
stages of Osteopathic development this 
protestation is necessary and logical. 
Arrest is the first step in criminal pro-
cedure. Trial is next, in which com-
petent evidence is requisite. Condem-
nation, if guilty, is next; and reforma-
tion is the last step in the process. It is 
always better to reform a criminal than 
to execute him. Drugs are condemned 
by the well-nigh 'universal consent of 
intelligent people. Their use has been 
arrested. Their abuse is reckoned a 
capital crime. Reformation is the next 
step. In all reform it is a safe rule 
to get all the good we can, hold that, 
until we can get more. We have ap-
pealed to Nature. We have done much 
to change the point of interest from 
the artifice of drugs to the nature of 
cure. More of nature and less of 
drugs is what the people want. We 
have been willing to throw the sick 
on the resources of Nature. We have 
magnified natural law, natural meth-
ods, natural cure. We have succeeded 
in attracting the sick to the nursing 
care of Nature. There is no question 
but that there is going on a powerful 
reaction against noxious and poisonous 
drugs, and in favor of Nature, in her 
abundant life, food, air, water, sun-
shine, exercise, relaxation and good-
cheer. Nature, when she is known, is 
ever attractive. She is fascinating and 
absorbing. To love her and live in 
her love is next to salvation. But is 
Nature perfect? When she is em-
braced in the full, free, overmastering 
passion of indulgence, does she satisfy 
us, and does her complete enjoyment 
give complete happiness and health? 
No-a thousand times, no. Nature is 
twofold. There is a good nature and 
there is an evil nature. It all depends 
upon what we mean by nature. In our 
own nature the psychologists are now 
telling us, is a double self, a duplex 
personality, a subjective self and an 
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objective self, a conscious self and a 
sub-conscious self, a ((better self" and 
a ((worst self." All nature is not good. 
There is evil, and the evil has impreg-
nated everything in nature. The whole 
creation was once good-uvery good." 
Out world is not as God first made it. · 
An enemy has entered it, and now the 
whole creation ·groaneth and travaileth 
in pain, waiting for the great theo-
phany, namely, the redemption of the 
body. Mere science cries to us, N a-
tura7n prosequi-follow Nature. We 
have been echoing this, but we must 
carefully examine Nature. She is sick. 
We must study the symptoms and di-
agnose the real conditions and causes 
of her widespread disquietude, disor-
dered and disorganization. Nature, 
too, is out of joint. The blight is upon 
her. The harmonies survive, but 
they are muffled and modified, the 
beauty can still be seen, but it is veiled 
and marred ; the rationality is still dis-
cernible, but it is spoi"led by abnormali-
ties. Look at the weeds and thistles, 
the killing frosts and blighting mil-
dews, the venomous reptiles and de-
structive moths, the cyclones and 
earthquakes, the birth-pains, and 
wasting disease and the remorseless 
death. Nature is unnature. Man's 
body and soul are the seat of deep dis-
order. Men's propensities, impulses, 
passions, instincts, mislead. uTo thine 
own self be true, and thou cans't not 
then be false to any man." All de-
pends upon which self it is-the self 
that -is) or the self that ought to be. 
Too easily and too often we make our 
meanness the license for our being 
mean. We say with the garrulous old 
Dishop Dloughram, uMy business is 
not to remake myself." The blackest 
deeds in the history of men and wo-
men, that have entailed suffering and 
sorrow on themselves and their gener-
ations, have boasted the sanctions of 
the human breast. The foulest deeds 
of lust and crime and greed have been 
coined in the mint of uhuman nature." 
Modern fiction reeks with this false 
gospel of sclf-gratificatio.n. The cul-
prit's answer to every diarge is, HI 
am built that way." Temper is substi-
tuted for will, and temperament for 
character. Realism in art, with all its 
salacious appeals and vice-breeding in-
fluences, is its hellish spawn. The liv-
ing human body, the shrine of immor-
tal spirit, is immolated on this altar of 
instinctive lubricity. Men and women 
are ever breaking the accepted social 
laws, but are condoned because they 
obey a natural impulse. They are fall-
ing from innocence and into sickness 
and disease, and when told so by a phy-
sician of spiritual insight, they resist 
and resent the imputation. Literature 
depicts these fallen human natures, 
who, indeed, still parade as social fa-
vorites and exquisites, and says they 
are as guiltless uas the sleeping birds 
in the hedges, or the skipping rabbits 
on a moon-lit lawn." The stage 
preaches and practices this philos-
ophy of human nature, and with 
simulated pathos, acts out these 
words, "Feelings are feelings. I 
won't be a hypocrite any longer, so 
there ! I must be as I was born !" Yes, 
all this is nature and human nature. Is 
it altogether ideal? We trow not. 
There must be an appeal to something 
higher than nature, and even human 
nature. We must live and think and 
labor back through nature up to na-
ture's God. Health and happiness and 
holiness come from nothing less. 
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OSMOSIS, LYMPHACOSIS 
AND PHAGACYTOSIS. 
All the tissues of the body are open 
and porous. They are full of little 
openings. They are sometimes called 
mouths-stomata-because they are 
opening and shutting, and because 
liquid materials are constantly passing 
through these little opening mouths. 
·A good illustration of them is in the 
lining of the alimentary canal-the 
food-channel of the body. The food 
materials pass through this mem-
brane, and this process is called ab-
sorption. This process of absorption 
is explained by the term osmosis-as; 
a mouth, and osis, a process. But how 
are we going to explain osmosis-what 
makes materials pass through the 
membranes? The old physics and 
chemistry would say, because of a dif-
ference of pressure. Pressure is the 
one reason given by the old way of ac-
counting for all motion of materials in 
the body, whether solid, liquid or gas-
eous. The old chemist tells us that 
two atoms of oxygen and one of hy-
drogen unite to form water and the 
only reason he gives is "a difference 
of potential;" but we ask, what makes 
this difference? The old physiological 
physics explains the passage of a salt 
solution through a dead membrane, 
and would call this osmosis ; but it is 
not the osmosis of the living body. The 
old chemistry that the pt~actice of medi-
cine is built upon, will not answer for 
the new biological conditions that Os-
teopathy presents. The laws which 
regulate osmosis through dead mem-
branes are not disputed, but they are 
thread-bare-they are of no use to the 
scientific Osteopath, except as crude 
illustrations; becaus~ in the living 
bocly there is some other manifesta-
tion of force besides that of chemical 
diffusion, that operates in such a way 
as to neutralize the known force of 
osmosis. It is biosis, and there is a 
vast difference between them. It is 
quite easy to understand why a dead 
and a living membrane should be-
have differently in relation to sub-
stances that are passing through them. 
The molecules of the dead membrane 
are, comparatively speaking, passive 
and stable; the molecules in a mem-
brane made of living cells are in a 
constant state of chemical integration 
and disintegration; they are the most 
unstable molecules we know. Is it to 
to be expected that such molecules 
would allow water, or substances dis-
solved in water, to pass between them 
and remain entirely inactive? The 
probability is all the other way; the 
substances passing, or attempting to 
pass, between the molecules will par-
ticipate in the chemical activities of the 
molecules themselves, and in the build-
ing up and breaking down of the com-
pounds so formed there will be a trans-
formation of chemical energy and a 
liberation of what looks like a new 
force. The old physics takes no ac-
count of this, and yet this is the won-
derful new force upon which Osteop-
athy relies. The law of osmosis as 
formulated for such dead substances as 
have been hitherto used will be found 
to require revision. 
Again, take the formation and 
movement of lymph. The old idea is 
that the lymph is a product that is 
squeezed out of the capillaries by a 
difference of pressure; hence it has 
been called an exudate from the blood. 
Physics can explain it only by the 
mechanical idea of difference of pres-
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sure, but this explanation doesn't ex-
plain. Lymph is not an exudate 
simply; it is a highly differentiated 
product which results from cellular 
activity. The capillary walls are 
made up of endothelial cells that have 
wonderful powers of selective affinity. 
They take from the blood certain ele-
ments and metabolize them into en-
tirely new compounds and deliver them 
to the tissue corpuscles for further 
elaboration. The old idea was that 
the lymph passed from the capillaries 
because of difference of pressure and 
into the glandular cells for a like rea-
son ; but it is a fact that the pressure 
in the acinus of a gland is three times 
greater than in the lymph-spaces. It 
passes against the greatest pressure, 
which is contrary to the ideas of the 
old physics. This new interpretation 
of the formation and function of the 
lymph, we have ventured to call lym-
phacosis. 
Take another notable phenomena of 
biological activity. The old idea is 
that disease is due to some morbific 
agent or germ that gains entrance to 
the tissues and that the only way to 
rid the body of it is to kill it by means 
of poisonous drugs administered to the 
body. This is still the idea in medical 
practice. It seems never to have oc-
curred to that practice that the poison 
meant for the pathogenic germ is just 
as bad for the good cells of the body. 
There is no doubt that these disease 
germs may be killed, but the patient 
too is killed to the same extent. We 
admit the pathogens and study bac-
teriology to find out their relations to 
the body; but we hold to the new fact 
that the body possesses a complete arm-
ament of cells that guard it and defend 
it. They attack and devour these for-
eign invaders, and hence are called 
phagocytes. The body is immune from 
disease as long as these cells are com-
petent. Osteopathic treatment is the 
best to supply and strengthen them. 
This is phagacytosis. This is all new 
and better than the old ideas and 
methods. 
NERVE AFFECTIONS. 
If the body action is ultimately 
chemical, if the chemical changes may 
build up the body in health or sicken 
it by disease, or destroy it by death, 
and if the nerves induce these variant 
chemical conditions, it is absolutely 
necessary to keep the nerves in the 
proper condition. A nerve vibrating at 
a certain rate may give such perfect 
action to an organ or part of the body 
that we have no consciousness of its 
existence. This is the blissful condi-
tion of the one who says, "I never 
know I have a heart or a stomach, or 
a nerve." But if the nerve is over-
stimulated, we may feel it, be conscious 
of it, but as it involves no discomfort 
we give little attention to it. When 
the stress is greater on a nerve, we may 
feel pain, and if it is increased, suffer-
ing is the result. If the nerves of the 
stomach do not act normally the 
chemical changes do not take place, the 
food ferments, gas forms, acids are 
absorbed by the blood, pains begin, the 
nerves again are affected, and any dis-
ease that hurts, that affects our move-
ments, that fills us with corruption, 
may follow. Never drug these nerves. 
It only palliates them for a time. Treat 
them naturally. Osteopathy is a 
specific for the nerves, and this means 
for all known diseases, for all disease 
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is, m the last analysis, a matter of 
nerves. For example, the nerves of 
the salivary glands may be affected, 
and the saliva may poison, as in hydro-
phobia, or if they are acting normally 
the same glands will make a product 
that is sweet and wholesome. Again, 
when a lamp is turned up properly, it 
burns normally and there is no odor, 
but turn it low, and there is a poison-
ous vapor, that will produce diph-
theria. The turning it up is a mechan-
ical treatment of the lamp. You do 
not need to put anything on the wick 
or in the oil; the simple turning makes 
the difference. W~en turned up prop-
erly the chemical results are carbon-
dioxide, that is comparatively harm-
less in a room; when turned low the 
chemical results are carbon-monoxide, 
that is virulently poisonous. Even so, 
is it true of the nerves. The results 
are widely different, according to their 
condition. Osteopathic treatment of 
them would be like turning the wick 
of a lamp. It is mechanical, and en-
tirely changes· their action. Nothing 
better for the nerves. 
PHYSIOLOCICAL DIRIGIBIL-
ITY, AN EXPLANATION 
OF OSTEOPATHIC 
TREATMENT. 
We have learned of psycho-motor, 
and sensori-motor areas in the brain, 
from which motor impulses are dis-
charged to the various tissues through-
out the whole body. All action is mo-
tion, and so motion explains all action 
whether it be chemical affinity, co-
hesion or mass movement. V aso-mo-
tor and viscero-motor effects, whether 
from constriction or dilation, whether 
inhibitory or accelerator, whether se-
cretory or electrical, are all initiated 
and controlled from these central mo-
tor areas. The stimuli to these motor 
areas may be subjective, in the sense 
of being supplied by the subject either 
from the mind or the body, or they 
may be objective, in the sense of being 
applied from without, either from the 
environment, or by a skilled operator. 
Dirigibility, or dirigation, has refer-
ence to the initiation, direction or con-
trol of motor impulses by either sub-
jective or objective stimulations. 
Dirigo-motor stimulation is productive 
of muscular or glandular motion, and 
directive of that motion to a specific 
end. Certain inferior dirigo-motor acts 
are unconscious ; but omitting these, 
the law is that with each muscular con-
traction there goes a sensation more or 
less definite. 
These psycho-motor, sensori-motor, 
dirigo-motor, activities create and con-
trol organic structures and the meta-
bolisms upon which all organic changes 
depend. All bodily activity is cellular. 
The cells cannot perform their func-
tions in the bodily economy except in 
so far as they are capable of feeling 
stimuli and in so far as they are ca-
pable. of adapting acts to ends. To 
change the stimulations of the cells is 
to alter their physiological meaning 
and action. If these psycho-motor or 
dirigo-motor activities create chemical 
and anatomical changes in the cells and 
tissues of the body, it follows that all 
physiological processes of health and 
~-- -
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disease are the r~sult of certain stimu-
lations of these centres, and that the 
only way to inhibit, accelerate or 
change these processes is to give such 
treatment as will alter the stimulations, 
not merely of the cortex alone, but of 
each and all the cells in each and all 
of the organs of the body. Pathology 
is simply abnormal cellular activity. 
To control cellular activity is the ob-
ject of all sane treatment. Just here is 
the Law of Health and Disease. By 
dirigibility we mean such mechanical 
adjustment of all structures and such 
mechanical stimulation as will remove 
all obstructions to normal action; par-
ticularly as will send to given parts 
more blood, and as will alter these in 
the lymphatic and thermic functions. 
The technique of such dirigibility is 
more delicate and profound than that 
of surgery. It is fine as the technique 
of the piano. It applies the whole 
range of anatomical mechanics and 
physiological physics, besides the deep-
est problems of chemistry, neurology 
and psychology. This is Osteopathic 
technique. As a result of scientific 
dirigibility, there comes a marvellous 
control over the body-vitality takes 
possession of parts over which it previ-
ously has but little governing power, 
and the health of every part of the 
body is augmented. One skilled in 
this Osteopathic dirigibility can accom-
plish much more profound efforts, and 
without the dangers that follow the use 
of drugs. 
The conviction is steadily growing 
in the minds of scientific observers that 
medicine is not a science, and that, 
with the exception of surgery and san-
itation, it is not even a rational art. 
If disease is to be actually cured, 
there is but one royal road to such an 
achievement, and that is by a scientific 
study of power as we find it mani-
fested in living things, and as it is 
capable of being modified and con-
trolled by mechanical adjustments and 
by its own wonderful activities. The 
living body is the chief theatre for 
such efforts, and Osteopathy is the 
chief method for scientific results. 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 
DIASTASIS IN OSTEO-
PATHIC PROCEDURE. 
The most subtle factor in disease is 
cause. It is the cause that eludes the 
search of the diagnostician, and with-
out discovering the cause treatment is 
merely tentative and palliative. The 
original contribution of.Osteopathy to 
therapeutics is the element of causa-
tion and adjustment. We postulate 
the principle that disease is directly or 
indirectly due to maladjustment of 
structures, and that such conditions 
are always registered in the frame-
work of the body. Order is the first 
law of nature. Bodily order ~s made 
and maintained by the osseous basis-
the skeleton. All relations of the body 
in space and time-like position, move-
ment, locomotion, resistance, support, 
persistence and functional activity-
depend upon the bones. What the 
steel-work is to a high building, what 
the pipes are to the water, the steam 
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and insulators are to the electric lights, 
telephones and telegraphs, the bones 
are to the brain, the nerves, the blood 
vessels, the muscles, and all the other 
tissues. Muscles are powerless to act 
without the fulcrums of the bones. 
The vital organs are suspended upon 
the bones. If the alignment of the 
structural frame of the body is af-
fected in the least, the action of all the 
organs depending on its support is im-
mediately affected. The slightest turn 
of a violin key will change the tone 
of the string attached to it. The tone 
of all musical instruments depends on 
the tension of the vibrating· apparatus, 
and this tension depends on the stabil-
ity of the supporting structures. This 
is plain to any one. It is even more 
true in regard to the body. If people 
understand the make-up of their bodies 
as well as musical instruments, they 
would readily perceive the point of our 
reasoning in relation to disease. Then, 
considering the constant and varied 
motions of the body, the jolts, jars, the 
strains, twists, contortions, contusions. 
blows, falls, constrictions, concussions, 
collisions, jerks, sudden and unex-
pected stopping-s, mechanical pres-
sures, atmospheric chang-es, mental 
shocks. to which the body is subjected, 
and, thinlr, if it is anvwonder that 200 
bones. of all sizes and shapes, piled 
up in all positions and at all an~les, and 
subjected to all sorts of influences from 
gravity, do not sometimes g-et out of 
proper condition. There isn't anything 
like it in the world. When we remem-
ber, also, that the slig-htest change in 
any one or more of these 200 struc-
tural par~, affects the condition and 
action of the millions of cells that de-
pend on them for support, is it any 
wonder that we get out of health. The 
slightest change in the adjustment of 
a microscope or opera glass will affect 
the vision of the object. The mechan-
ism of the eye itself is a million times 
1110re intricate; and so of every organ. 
This will sufficiently illustrate our prin-
ciple that structural maladjustments 
affect functional activities. The chief 
structural supports are the bones. This, 
then, makes factual and forceful our 
great doc~rine of DrASTASI~ We de-
fine this doctrine to be the forcible sep-
aration of bones without fracture) as 
the result of external mechanical in-
jury or direct violence. 
We further postulate that Diastasis 
is) in most diseases) either the remote) 
P1'edisposing cause) or the direct) ex-
citing cause) of pathological changes. 
Owing to the enormous physiolog-
ic_aJ resistances of the body the effects 
of Diastasis may not develop for a 
long time, but they remain as a con-
stant deterrent of normal action, and, 
on occasions, when other conditions, 
as weather, food, climate, bacteria, 
may be associated with specific dis-
eases, the real cause becomes opera-
tive, and the effects become apparent. 
T0is is the philosophic basis of Os-
teopathy, and, we think, it is impreg-
nable. It is easy to be seen that, if 
Diastasis is the causative factor, some 
new curative factor is demanded. Our 
system of cure is just as new, and it is 
equally rational. In a word, practical 
Osteopathy is first adjustive of struc-
tural conditions, and, second, it is man-
ipulative in order to restoration of nor-
mal function. It is drugless, it is 
bloodless, it is biological, it is scientific, . 
and, so, successful. 
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A PERSONAL APPRE-
CIATION. 
'rhe editor of this journal thus pub-
lid y acknowledges his election t<? 
membership in the following distin-
guished societies : "The American 
Academy of Social and Political Sci-
ence," "The Archeological and Paleon-
tological Society of the University of 
Pennsylvania," "The Pennsylvania 
Academy of the Fine Arts," and "The 
American Academy of Immortals." 
It is not as editor, however, that we 
have received these distinctions, but, 
we guess, on general principles. We 
hope to be able to pay the fees and to 
get the glory from such high associa-
tions. 
THE PHILADELPHIA 
COLLEGE OF OS-
TEOPATHY. 
The true inspiration and real impe-
tus of all Osteopathic education is in-
dividual interest, skill and enterprise. 
Somebody must be responsible for it, 
and the chief responsibility is intellec-
tual and financial. We know of no 
Association-not even the American 
Osteopathic Association or the Asso-
ciated Colleges of Osteopathy-that is 
going to become responsible for an 
Osteopathic College. Either of these 
may give gratuitous advice, propound 
ideal curricula, prescribe professional 
qualifications, and proscribe everything 
that may not conform to a conventional 
standard. All this is easily done. It 
is done. But, after all, it is an entirely 
different thing to build up a college, 
give it intellectual standing, finance it, 
and keep it to the forefront. This takes 
individual ability, consecration, concen-
tration, and devotion to high ideals. 
This can be done. It is done. 
The highest motive in Osteopathic 
College work is the scientific and pro-
fessional motive. It takes money to 
found and conduct a college. We 
know of no money that has ~ver been 
put into an Osteopathic institution 
that was 1 
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that was not made by the practice of 
Osteopathy. Instead of Osteopathic 
Colleges making money for their foun-
ders, the founders have to make money 
for the colleges. Individual effort and 
~ acrifice lies at the basis of the best 
Osteopathic education. When this is 
the spirit of an institution, it deserves 
to prosper. It will prosper. When-
ever a mercenary spirit dominates Os-
teopathic education, it will decline. It 
deserves to decline. The best work 
for Osteopathic education is not 
prompted by the financial returns from 
it, but by professional zeal and scien-
tific ambition. If good w~rk is done 
in the proper spirit, it will be rewarded 
with financial gain. But more than 
anything and everything else, at 
present, Osteopathic education needs 
men of intellectuaf ability, scien-
tific training, scholarly education, 
and practical skill, at the helm of 
her colleges. The ideal school would 
be the one equipped by such men, 
who were supported by their prac-
tice and who could give their time 
and talents to the college without ex-
clusive regard to the economic returns 
the college might make for their ser-
vices. When the promoters of a school 
depend upon the finances of the school 
for support and sustenance, the tenden-
cy is to cheapen the school for the 
profits therefrom, and as a consequence 
a lower standard of teaching, in quan-
tity and quality, is maintained. Where 
a college is conducted by a stock com-
pany, the control is dominated by pure-
ly business motives, and a minimum of 
equipment is expected to yield a maxi-
mum of profits. But where a college 
is manned by those who can make its 
financial returns secondary to its intel-
lectual and professional aims-by those 
who have succeeded in the practice and 
can look to it for chief support, and 
who can bring to the college their rich 
experience and practical sense of the 
needs of the students, and who can be 
of sufficient number and qualification, 
so as to easily and ably carry a full and 
varied curriculum, there is rich prom-
ise of rapid and enlarged possibilities. 
We feel that this latter condition is 
the ideal one for the Philadelphia Col-
lege of Osteopathy. It has been 
founded and carried on successfully 
for four years. It is the child of in-
dividual effort and sacrifice. Its 
founders have worked hard for it. It 
has been established in the very pres-
ence of medical institutions hoary 
with age, venerable with traditions 
and rich in endowments. But there is 
a place for an Osteopathic College 
that will in time match them in ability, 
and scholarship, and constituency. We 
have a splendid nucleus. We have a 
large clientele in a large city. There is 
a large number of Osteopathic practi-
tioners here. They are able and have 
succeeded. We must all unite in the 
support of a college in our midst. The 
Philadelphia College has served its 
original purpose, but it must expand. 
We were the first to extend the time of 
study, and we wish to be first in every 
other good work. We must broaden 
our lines, enlarge and enrich our curri-
culum, multiply our professors, move 
into a separate building, increase our 
equipment, and change the entire spirit 
and control of our college life and 
work from the merely individual into 
the associative, corporate action. 
Equality and liberality of contribution, 
control, responsibility, enterprise, en-
thusiasm, and teaching ability, will 
secure the desired end. Seven ex-
t8 JOURNAL OF OSTEOPATHY 
perienced, confident, capable, enthusi-
astic, generous men, who are at home 
in as many departments of Osteopathic 
study, in cordial sympathy and earnest 
co-operation, have united together 
for the enlargement and enrichment 
of Osteopathic education in Philadel-
phia. We hope very soon to make an-
nouncement of the matured plans, and 
give to all Osteopathic friends, here 
and everywhere, the details of the 
expansion and extension of the Phila-
delphia College of Osteopathy. We 
are sure it will meet with universal 
satisfaction and the cordial endorse-
ment of all concerned. 
A DAY'S WORK BY ONE 
OPERATOR. 
We are often asked, "What kind of 
diseases do you treat and do you have 
success with the general run of dis-
eases ?" We will give a record of 
cases that appear for treatment in one 
day, showing the great variety and the 
actual work done in our offices. This 
clay's work is a fair sample of our reg-
ular, constant work. We begin every 
m9rning at eight o'clock. The first 
case is one of Hemiplegia-partial and 
progressive paralysis of one-half of the 
body, with rigidity of muscles of hand 
and foot, clue to a fall in youth. The 
second case is one of Shingles, an itch-
ing and rather painful eruption be-
tween the shoulders and over the liver. 
The third is one of Paralysis agitans, 
or incipient palsy. The fourth is one 
of Nervous Dyspepsia of five years' 
standing. The fifth is S:ynovitis of 
right knee, with stiffness and pain on 
walking. The next is Cerebral Con-
gestion and Dizziness. The next is 
Deafness clue to catarrh. The next is 
Acute Asthma that will not allow the 
patient to lie down and prevents sleep 
save at intervals of a few minutes. The 
next is Suppurative Ulcers due to vari-
cose veins below the knee. The next 
is St. Vitus' Dance in a child of ten 
years. The next is Appendicitis, that 
had been treated six weeks in the Ger-
man Hospital, for which an immediate 
operation was declared necessary. The 
next is Profuse Hemorrhage of the 
Lungs that was diagnosed as danger-
ous by a specialist. The next is N eu-
rasthenia, clue to an operation of ovari-
otomy. The next is Exaggerated 
Nerve Reflexes following an operation 
for uterine laceration. The next is 
Heart Failure with Faintness of eight 
years' standing. The next is Valvular 
Incompetence that had baffled medical 
treatment for fifteen years. The next 
is Spinal Hyperaesthesia due to a fall. 
The next is Locomotor Ataxia. The 
next is Double Exaggerated Spinal 
C'Ltrvature, with Heart W ealmess. The 
next is C ephalgia that never yielded to 
drugs. The next is Laryngitis and 
P1thnonary Constriction. The next is 
Neuritis of both shoulders and con-
gestion at base of the brain. The next 
is Uterine Tumo1'. The next is Closure 
of Left Nasal Passage. The next is 
CoCC)lOdynia following a fall on an 
icy step. The next is Epilepsy of thir-
teen years' standing. The next is Sex-
ual W ealmess in young man of seven-
teen. The next is Sciatica with uric 
acid irritation in the foot. The next is 
Painful Hemorrhoids with Anal Fis-
sure. The ~1ext is Mala rial Fever with 
every other day periodicity. The next 
is Menstrual H enwrrhage lasting two 
weeks of each month. The next is 
Blindness. Now these are the actual 
cases tl 
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cases that were treated by us individ-
ually, and it is a fair exhibit of the 
daily work done by each of us in our 
offices. It shows a wide range of con-
ditions, and in all of the cases there is 
encouraging improvement. The causes 
of these conditions and the history of 
the cases, with our methods of treat-
ment would be more interesting than 
a mere recital of the diseases. We 
count it a good clay's work when each 
doctor treats twenty-five cases. We 
are glad, always, to show strangers our 
methods and to explain our facilities 
for the explanation of the treatment 
of all diseases. Our offices are open 
every day until 5.30 P. 1\ti. 
A regular meeting of the Alumni of the 
P. C. 0. was held December 5, I902. 
An interesting paper was read by Dr. E. 
D. Burleigh, which called forth an animated 
discussion, in which all present showed 
their loyalty to genuine Osteopathy as prac-
ticed by genuine Osteopathists. ' 
The next regular meeting will be held 
early in the new year, due notice of which 
will be sent to each Alumnus, and it is 
hoped there may be a full attendance. 
Papers of interest will be read and dis-
cussed. Let us keep alive and in touch with 
the profession. It will pay, and the time is 
coming when we will need to stand to-
gether. 
I. SPENCER FRAME, Sec'y. 
Dr. 0. C. Mutchler, of Lancaster, Pa., 
came in to attend the Alumni meeting on 
Friday, December 5th. 
The Connecticut State Board of Osteo-
paths will hold their next examination Feb-
ruary 4, I90J. Notify students accordingly, 
and oblige 
H. L. RILEY, Recorder. 
The regular December meeting of the 
Colorado Osteopathic Association was held 
at the offices of Dr. M. ]. Work, Denver, 
Saturday, December 6th, with the following 
members present: Drs. Ida M. Andrew, E. 
C. Bass, John T. Bass, N. A. Bolles, Nettie 
H. Bolles, ]. R. Cunningham, E. D. ] ones, 
Hettie M. Ross, M. ]. Work, Miss McChes-
ney and L. C. Work. Drs. Cramb and J. F. 
Foley, of Denver, and Dr. S. M. Kellogg, 
of Rocky Ford, were admitted as members. 
The Legislative Committee (Drs. J ones, 
N. A. Bolles, E. C. Bass, Ross and Hiveley) 
reported that they have drafted and had 
printed a bill which is to be sent to the 
Osteopaths of the State for criticism and 
suggestions. 
The officers of the Association are: Dr. E. 
D. Jones, President; Dr. E. C. Bass, Vice-
President; Dr. Ida M. Andrew, Recording 
Secretary; Dr. J. R. Cunningham, Corre -
sponding Secretary; Dr. N. A. Bolles, Treas-
urer. 
The trustees are Drs. Martha Barstow, 
Lela M. Thomas and ]. T. Bates. 
Very truly yours, 
]. R. CuNNINGHAM, D. 0., 
Corresponding Sec. Col. Osteopathic Asso., 
I457 Ogden. 
The undersigned takes pleasure in an-
nouncing to all interested in Osteopathy in 
Buffalo and vicinity, and especially to all 
his patrons and friends, that he has formed 
a professional partnership with A. B. Clark, 
D. 0., graduate of the American School of 
Osteopathy. ~ince coming East about two 
years ago, Dr. Clark has established a large 
and growing practice in Buffalo, located 
previously in Mooney Building; also in 
Niagara Falls and North Tonawanda. We 
have concluded that we can best serve the 
interests of all our respective patrons by 
this combination, which includes proprietor-
ship of the Buffalo Institute of Osteopathy. 
We retain in our employ my former asso-
ciate, A. P. Kidwell, D. 0., who is making 
for himself many professional and social 
friends since his location in the East . 
w. A. CRAWFORD, D. 0., 
Buffalo Institute of Osteopathy, 
750 Ellicott Square. 
Branch Offices, 
Niagara Falls, N. Y., I5-I6 Gluck Building. 
North Tonawanda. N. Y., corner Christiana 
and Bryant Streets. 
The professional cards followinlf are all of Osteopaths about whose thorough 
qualification there is absolutely no doubt. We refuse to print the cards of 
those about whose professional attainments there is the slightest question. 
GRADUAT ES U N DER DR A. T . STILL, l<'OUNDER OF OSTEOPATHY 
WALTER J. NOVINGER, JOHN H. MURRAY, 
{
9 to 12 A .M. OSTEOPATHS TELEPHONEs: 
HOURS: x to 4 P. M . Office-r2-osY. { W J N 8 7 t o 8 P . M. Residence- J. H. M . .'stJD· 
14 7 E. State St. :mroa~ st. :manh :munNngt Urentont 1R. 5. 
S.H.MftLM.4NtY, D.O: 
VIOLETTA S. DAVIS, D. 0. 
\9 'tlt$l t\.\'t~ S'l .• ~'\!1\\~\\b.r 
MAIVCif OFFICE DURING SUMMER. ASBUKY FA~K. N.J. 
BOSTON, MASS. 
382 Commonwealth Avenue 
FREDERIC W. SHERBURNEt D. 0. 
Graduate American School of Osteopathy, under 
the founder, Dr. A. T. Still. 
REGISTERED PHYSICIAN 
Hours, 9 t o 3· Telephone, Back Bay 1572-3 
Fifth Year in Boston . 
Osteopathy in Buffillo" Niagara Falls and North Tonawanda 
Buffalo Institute of Osteopathy, 
W. A. Crawford, D. 0., A. B. Clark, D. 0., A. P. Kidwell, D. 0., 
Suites, 748-50-52 ELLICOTT SQUARE, BUffALO. 
{ NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y., 15 and 16 f!LU CK BUILDING, Branch Offices: NORTH TONAWANDA, N.1Y.,:cor. CHRISTIANA and BRYANT STS. 
1Bt. e. ct. ~utcbler 
OSTEOPATH 121 (f. $:fttg ~t. 
LANCASTER, PAo 
===Patterson Institute of Osteopathy=== 
.Alice M. Patterson, D. 0. Wilbur L. Smith, D. 0. 
WASH. LOAN &. TRUST BLD., 902 F. ST., N. W. 
===Washington, D. C.=== 
THE 6 R E E N • R I D 6 E S A N I T A R I U M 
THE BEST equipped Osteopathic institution IN THE EAST 
for the treatment of CHRONIC and Lingering diseases 
Consultation Free Lady Assistants Both Phones Send for Booklet 
HERBT.I.FURIVIAN D.O.Supt. SCRANTON PA CITY TREATING ROOMS 
1530 Washington Avenue ' • Carter Bldg., Cor. Adams & Linden 
EDWARD B. UNDERWOOD M. ROSALIA UNDERWOOD 
============<J ~tttttnttbh~t~============ 
Presbyterian Building, 156 Fifth avenue, NEW YOQK CITY 
D. 
HOURS 
T. 
'W\1 
D.O. 
diseases 
Harrisburg Infirmary of Osteopathy 
H. M. VASTINE, D. 0. 
Graduate and Staff Operator under the 
Founder of Osteopathy, A. T. Still, at Kirks-
ville, Missouri. 
109 Locust St. HARRISBURG, PA. 
JOHr~ M. CHURCH 
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN 
409 Ferguson Bldg. 
232 Woodward Ave. DETROIT, MICH. 
D. W~bb firanb~rry, Jl. B., D. o. 
408 main Strut 
ORJfn6E, n~w 3~rs~y 
CHARLES H. WHITCOMB, D. 0. 
MR. CHARLES H. WHITCOMB, D. 0 . 
392 Clinton Avenue, 
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 
Graduates of the American School of Osteopathy 
Graduate of American School of Osteopathy. 
Kirksville, Mer. 
L. B. TRIPLETT, D. 0. 
300-301 LAFRANCE BUILDING 
Hours : 9 to r2 A. M, 
2 to s 1'. M. HOLYOKE, MASS . 
Hours, 9-2, 3-6 
and by appointment 
Consultation 
Invited 
jL, 1Rewell Uurner~ lD. ®. 
( ~steopatbic ~bl!Sician) 
{
Monday, Tuesday, } Bell Telephone Jones St., West 
HOURS: Thursday, Frid!ly, 9 to 4 TELEPHONE 2372 ORANGE No. ISO I No. 7. 
Saturd~y, 8.30 to 12.30 Evenings by .A.ppointr,nent Sa"annab, (5a. 
CHARLES F. BANDEL, D. 0. AURELIA S. HENRY, D.O. 
Graduates of the 
American School 
of Osteopathy 
The Charles F. Ba:adel l48 Hancock Street 
I f - £ Q h Corner fi 1tmary 0 Steopat Y Nostrand Avenue 
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
T. F. Kirkpatrick, D.O. Geo. D. Kirkpatrick, D.O. 
HOURS: 9 to 12/\. M. I to 5 P.M. 
BALTIMORE, MD. WASHINGTON, D. C. 
319 North Charles Street, 
Klingstine Building. 
<.tecil 1R. 1Rogers, o. o. 
" The Uptown Osteopath " 
275 Central Park West,} NEW YORK CITY 
near 117th Street, 
Graduate of .A.. S. 0 . 
Telephone number, 2620 Riverside. 
'Wlm. m. $mile\?, lLl. ~. 
GRADUATE 
:american School of ~steopatbll 
KIRKSVILLE, MO, 
~13 State Street, ALBANY, N. V. 
OFFICI: HouRs: 9 A. M. Toe P. M. 
Bond Building, New York Ave. and 14th St., N. W. 
LADY ASSIST ANT 
]. R. SHACKLEFORD, D. 0. N.H. SHACKLEFORD, D. 0. 
Shackleford & Shackleford 
~steopatbs 
Wilcox Building, Corner Church and High Streets 
NASHVILLE, TENN. 
Graduate5 A. S. 0. Members A. A. A. 0. 
Office Established 1897 
Joseph H. Sullivan, D.O. 
Mary E. Kelley, D. 0. 
(Registered) 
Office Established 1894 
504 
Masonic: Temple CHICAGO 
Clarence Vincent Kerr, D.O. Elizabeth B. Ewing, D.O. 
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIANS 
11 Suite 3, The New Amsterdam, Cor. Euclid Ave. and Perry St." 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Graduates under Dr. Still, A copy o~" Tbe Osteopathic Digest'' on application. 
'Phone, Bell M-3504. tlle Founder o~ Osteopathy. 
G. WINFII!:LO PATT;N, D. D. s., D. 0. N. BoNo PATTEN, D. D. S., D. 0. 
\l'steopatb~ in 1Rew }t?ork (tft~ 
Telephone No. 2207-B. 38th St. 372 Lexington Ave. Cor. 41st street 
Hours, 9 to 1. 1.30 to 4· (Closed Saturday P. M.) 
LITERATURE FURNISHED UPON APPLICATION 
GEORGE J. HELMER, D. 0. 
PIONEER OSTEOPATHIST 
IN THE EAST 
136 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 
JAMES J. BECKHAM 
Osteopathic Physician 
MRS. G. S. BECKHAM, M.D. Assistant 
404 CENTURY BUILDING 
THE GEORGE J. HELMER INFIRMARY ST. LOUIS 
No Branch Office Lady in Attendance 
(b¢ ]Obn n. fitlm¢r lnstitUt¢ Of 0St¢opatby 
NEVV YORK 
No.l28 East 34th St., Cor. Lexington Ave. "The Lexington" 
Telephone, 760 Madison. Sqr. City Office Hours: 
Monday and Friday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 to 5.30 p .m. 
Tuesday and Thursday, 9 am. to 1 p.m. and 2 to 4 p.m. 
EAST ORANGE, N.J. 
73 North Arlington Ave. Phone, 1381 East Orange. 
Hours: Wednesday and Saturday, 9 a . m. to 1 p.m. 
Grabuate of 1:\merfcan Scbooi of G)steopatb~ (unber tbe founber). 
Guy Wendell Burns, M.D., D. 0., Pres. Cbas. E. Fleck, D. 0., Secy. 
Ube 1Rew }t?ork 1 nstftute of \l'steopatb~ 
Rooms 53l-8 Presbyterian Building, l56 Fifth Avenue 
OFFICE HOURS, 9 to 4· 'Phones, 3281-18th. :248 E. Orange 
B~ANCH OFFICE, 35 Harrison St., East Orange, N.J. 
Literature •ent free on application. 
NEW YORK CITY 
HAZZARD'S "PRACTICE OP OSTEOPATHY" 
SECOND EDITION 
HAZZARD'S " -PRINCIPLES OF OSTEOPATHY" 
THIRD EDITION 
A . S. 0. BOOK 00., KIRKSVILLE, Mo. 
SEND FOR SAMPLE PAGES 
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OFFICE { 
HOURS; 
t.E.Ach 
THOMAS j 
508 
SPRI~ 
Graduate 
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lDr. 18. 
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RK CITY 
ATHY" 
,Mo. 
NELL MARSHALL GIDDINGS, ·D. 0. 
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN 
GRADUATE, A. S. 0. 
811 NEW ENGLAND BUILDING OFFICE { MON,, TUES. 1 } 9_4 HOURS; THURS., FRI., 
WED., SAT., 9-12 
'PHONE MAIN !JP:J!J J CLEVELAND, 0. 
C. E. Achorn, D. 0. S. J\, Ellis, D. 0. Mrs.C.E.;\chorn,D.O. 
BOSTON INSTITUTE OF OSTEOPATHY 
"THE ILKLEY" 178 HUNTINGTON AVE., BOSTON 
{ 
9-12 and 2-4 
OFFICE HouRs : E S d 
xcept un ays. { 
Office," Back Bay "420 and TELEPHONES : . , 
School," Brookline 204-5. 
_!fritf' for Literature. 
THOMAS J. TIPPER, D.D.S., D.O. EDWIN H. SHACKLEFORD, D. 0. 
sos Court Square, Theatre Building GEORGE E. FOUT, D. 0. 
SPRINGfiELD, MAJ J. 204 E. Franklin Street 
Graduate Northern Institute of Osteopathy RICHMOND, VA. 
MEMBER A.A.A.O. 
Phone Main 3695. Residence Avondale. {
20 Haddon Hall, 
Phone North 253 X. IDr. 18. 1R. :mootb, 1Luctua 'Wl. 1Robertat JD. ®. 
~steopatbtc ~b}Jsictan, 
Office Hours suu~s 65 Jftlas Bank Bldg. OSTEOPATH 
9 to 12 A.M., 1.~0 to 4 P.M. n 1n .. inn~ti Obi"' or by appointment ~ ~ M t v. Graduate Northern Institute of Osteopathy, Minneapolis, 
J. M. KIBlER, 
~steopatbtst, 
Graduate of the American School of Osteopathy, 
at Kirkville, Mo. 
Offlc~, otb and £burcb Sts., 
HouRs, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Except Sunday Iyncbburg, Ua. 
---- ---------- -
TRI-STATE OSTEOPATHIC 
INSTITUTE 
HJ3 Chapline St., Whe~ling, W.Va. 
TELRPHONB 683 , 
Every day except Sunday, hours 8 a.m. to 5.80 p.m. 
STEUBENVILLE, OHIO 
Monday, Wadnelday, Friday. 410 Market St. 
Registered Physician of the Commonwealth of Mass. 
WO HUNTINGTON A VENUE 
:fl3oaton, maaa. 
lb. lb. 'Wtalpole, !D.~. 
Reading, Pa. Lebanon, Pa. 
212 N. 6th St. 108 N. 9th St. 
CON8ULTATION FRI:I: 
C. Ttf. Cumtr l5utett, D. 0. )\farcta lone nutett, D. 0. 
Graduates of the 
American School of Osteopathy 
1208 New England Building 
CLEVf:LAND, OHIO 
Euclid Avenue 
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR 
OSTEOLOGICAL 
PREPARATIONS 
Anatomical Models 
MICROSCOPES 
Diagnostic Instruments, etc. 
CALL AND INSPECT OUR STOCK 
SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS 
CHAS. LENTZ 
& SONS 
MORRIS' 
ANATOMY. 
Second 
Edition. 
790 ILLUSTRATIONS, 
of which over 200 are in colors. 
Human Anatomy. A Complete Systematic 
Treatise by Various Authors, Including 
Special Sections on Surgical and Topograph-
ical Anatomy, the Skin, and Vestigial and 
Abnormal Structures. Edited by Henry 
Morris, M.A. and M.B. (Lond.), F.R.C.S., 
Senior Surgeon to Middlesex Hospital ; Ex-
aminer in Surgery, University of London ; 
Member of the Council, and Chairman of 
the Court of Examiners, Royal College of 
Surgeons, etc. Second Edition. Rewritten 
in Parts and thoroughly revised throughout. 
With 790 Illu&trations, the greater part of 
which are Original, over 200 being printed 
in colors. Royal Octavo. 1274 pages. 
Cloth, $6.oo. 
Leather, $7 .oo. 
Half R.ussia, $8.oo. 
P. BLAKISTON'S SON & CO., 
Publishers, 
I.Jor~'h~f:cventh st: PHILADELPHIA 1012 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
VERNON W. PECK, D. 0. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
631 Penn Avenue 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 
Station D, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
(Wilkinsburg) Hunter Bldg. 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 
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philadelphia College of Osteopathy 
OSTEOPATHY TAUGHT AS A SCIENCE 
We are prepared to teach the science and art of Osteopathy, according to the best 
methods known to the profession. Philadelphia is a city of colleges and homes, and the 
College of Osteopathy shall conform to the highest standard of equipment and culture, and 
provide the best training and accommodation for its students. 
COURSE OF STUDY 
The course is divided into four terms of :five months each, and is graded progressively 
with reference to the special science of Osteopathy. The next class begins February 
2, l90J. 
LIST OF STUDIES-REGULAR COURSE 
FIRST TERM: General Descriptive Anatomy, including Osteology, Syndesmology, 
Myology, Angiology and Neurology; Histology; Theoretical Chemistry; 
Physiological Physics; Prolegomena to Osteopathy. 
SECOND TERM : General Descriptive Anatomy of the Viscera and Organs of Special 
Sense; Demonstrative and Practical Anatomy ; Physiology ; Qualitative and 
Quantitative Analysis ; Hygiene ; Dietetics ; Philosophy and Principles of 
Osteopathy. 
THIRD TERM: Dissection of entire lateral half of a cadaver by each student. Regional 
Anatomy with Actual Demonstrations; Advanced Physiology; Urinalysis; Toxi-
cology; Clinical Microscopy; Physiological Psychology; Osteopathic Symptoma-
tology and Diagnosis; Nomenclature of Diseases; Applied Osteopathy; Clinical 
Demonstration of Osteopathy ; Pathology ; Chemical Jurisprudence. 
FOURTH TERM: Topographical Anatomy, with Demonstrations on the Living Model; 
Gyneco~ogy; Minor Surgery; Dislocations and Fractures; Symptomatology and 
D1agnosis; Osteopathic Therapeutics; Clinics; Osteopathic Jurisprudence. 
ADVANCED COURSE 
In addition to the Regular Course, opportunities are afforded students to further 
ground themselves in the essentials of the science of Osteopathy. An Advanced or Post-
Graduate Course has been introduced, which is also open to graduates of other schools, who 
wish to further their qualifications and professional training. Advanced work in Dissection, 
Surgery, Bacteriology, Clinics, and such other work as the student may elect, will be pre-
sented in this course. 
ANATOMICAL MUSEUM. One of the best equipped in the country ; open to all our students. 
We have all necessary equipment of laboratories and abundant materials for dissec-
tion. Our facilities are the very best. The date for matriculation of next class is February 
2, 1903. No better opportunity for a profession can be afforded. Ten thousand practicing 
Osteopaths could be located in this State alone, and yet there is little supply for the pressing 
demand. We will furnish the addresses of practicing Osteopathists who will confirm our 
statements as to its professional standing and remuneration. 
Women are received on equal terms with men. The minimum of qualification is a 
good common education and average natural ability, while all college or university training 
will be useful. 
We will be glad to correspond with any who may be interested, and will give full 
information as to the time, terms and course of study. 
0. ). SNYDER, A.C., M.S., D.O., 
President. 
MASON W. PRESSLY, A.B., Ph.D., D.O., 
Secretary. 
WITHERSPOON BUILDING, 
Sixth Floor, 
Walnut, Juniper and Sansom Streets, PHILADELPHIA. P A. 
System of f)ealing 
without JVIedicine 
LITERATURE AND ALL INFOR-
MATION FREE ON APPLICATION. 
WITHERSPOON 
BUILDING 
Walnut, juniper 
and Sansom Sts. 
Philadelphia 
Central Location, convenient to the 
Hotels and T"rminal Stations. We 
ltnve the entire SOUTH END of 
this ma,Rnilicmt Building, 
HOME OF COLLEGE AND INFIRMARY OF OSTEOPATHY, PHILADELPHIA 
Approved by the Legislatures 
of Seventeen States 
JSil JSil J1fl Its C urea 
art permanent 
Because~ atural 
-
on the 
SIXTH FLOOR 
Facing Walnut Strut, and entranus 
on Walnut, Juniper and Sansom Sts. 
All Rooms Light and Sunny 
Pbiladtlpbia Colltgt 
and 1nfirmarp of 
Osttopatbv 
( Incorporatt!d) 
Witherspoon Building, 
Sixth CD'h 'l J [ h' D Floor Tl t aue p ta~ .ret. 
